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»Nach der jetzig Newen ItalienischenManier
zur guten Art im singen sich gewehnen«
The »trillo« and themechanics of migration
of Italian noble singing

Richard Wistreich

It is a story so often told that it has achieved the status of a myth: how one coun-
try – Italy, the ›land of song‹ – in a process beginning sometime in the sixteenth
century, harnessed its native people’s apparently inborn and irresistibly alluring sing-
ing style and then so successfully exported it, that what Michael Praetorius in 1619
called the »Newen Italienischen Manier zur guten Art im singen« had, by the mid
seventeenth century, already achieved a European hegemony within art singing that
would, before long, become world-wide.1This quasi-imperial domination remained
largely unchallenged – even in commercial popular music – well into the twentieth
century.2 Italian vocality, as an international brand, arguably still holds us in thrall
today: its irresistible nostalgic allure casts its spell, perhaps no more clearly than in the
form of the permanently elusive,but always promised je-ne-sais-quoi of ›true‹ bel canto.

Behind the myth lies, of course, plenty of hard fact: a rich historiography traces
the colonisation by Italian vocality of vast swathes of European music culture, from
the mid-sixteenth century onwards, through the dissemination of compositional
genres including madrigal, opera, cantata, and oratorio; human migrations both out
of and into Italy, of singers, composers, teachers and consumers of music; and the
consequent spawning of local diasporic and assimilated Italianate performance styles
for native music of all kinds. Italian singing (and, to a lesser if no less effective extent,
violin playing) was, ultimately, the key driver of a network of dynamic structures
of music consumption across Northern Europe, epitomised by the extraordinarily
rapid development of a robust, multi-national commercial music-theatre industry

1 Michael Praetorius,Syntagma musicum, vol. 3,Wolfenbüttel 1619,p. 230,Faksimile Kassel 1958.
2 Note, for example, Frank Sinatra’s claim in an interview that »What I finally hit on was more
the bel canto Italian school of singing,without making a point of it«. Frank Sinatra,Me and my music,
in: Life 58/16 (April 1965), pp.86–104: 86.
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and the many dependent economies that in some way it either directly supported, or
which spilled over from it, for example, into the publishing trade, music pedagogy
for amateurs, and the church music profession. Each was embroiled in complex
hierarchies of fashion and ideology, and driven by fluid sociological forces of class
and cultural consumption.These phenomena are all susceptible to historical investi-
gation through the mass of surviving economic, demographic, institutional, literary
and musical sources.3 But the fact that the well-head of this entire cultural economy
was,ultimately, the tiny web of flesh and muscle that makes the human singing voice,
is both arresting and hugely challenging to historians.

The voice is notoriously resistant to objective investigation at the best of times,
and all the more so in the early modern period. Sixteenth and seventeenth-century
notions of the human voice – its structure, functions, powers and roles in the process
of mediating meaning – were predicated on a set of concepts that were in many ways
so very different from our own. The challenge of attending to such problems and
of reconstructing an early modern ›acoustic history‹ of the voice out of a silent past
have, nevertheless, recently begun to attract the attention of scholars working across
disciplines encompassing anatomy, medicine and physiognomy, literature, theatre,
religious and educational history, as well as music.4 Most work in this area tends to
be firmly directed to cultural-historical rather than practical ends. Yet, even in the
one area of scholarly endeavour that has most confidently pursued the possibility of
actually ›reconstructing‹ early modern singing and deploying it in modern practice –
the historical performance movement, the opaque and often contradictory sources
evidence on one hand and the persistent demand for ›complete‹ practical solutions
to modern performers’ needs on the other, have often led to considerable historio-
graphical confusion.5 Is it then even feasible to consider developing a cultural history

3 See, for example,Martha Feldman,Opera and sovereignty.Transforming myths in eighteenth-century
Italy, Chicago/ Ill. 2007; Italian opera in central Europe. 1614–1780, 3 vols., Berlin 2006–2007 (Mu-
sical life in Europe 1600–1900 4, 10, 6); The Cambridge history of seventeenth century music, ed. Tim
Carter, John Butt,Cambridge 2005; Susan Wollenberg and Simon McVeigh,Concert life in eighteenth
century Britain, Aldershot 2004;Das Bild der italienischen Oper in Deutschland, ed. SebastianWerr,Daniel
Brandenburg,Münster 2004 (Forum Musiktheater 1); Storia dell’opera italiana, ed. Lorenzo Bianconi,
Giorgio Pestelli, Turin 1987–; Italian opera in late eighteenth-century London, ed. Curtis Price, Judith
Milhous, Robert D. Hume, Gabriella Diderikson, 2 vols., Oxford 1995, 2001; John Rosselli, Singers
of Italian opera. The history of a profession, Cambridge 1992; Lorenzo Bianconi, Il Seicento,Turin 1982
(Storia della musica 4), translated by David Bryant as Music in the seventeenth century, Cambridge 1987.
4 See, for example, Philippe-Joseph Salazar,Le Culte de la voix au XVIIème siècle: formes esthétiques
de la parole á l’âge de l’imprimé, Paris 1995 (Lumière classique 4); Bruce R. Smith,The acoustic world of
early modern England: attending to the O-factor, Chicago/ Ill. 1999; Bonnie Gordon,Monteverdi’s unruly
women: the power of song in early modern Italy, Cambridge 2004 (New perspectives in music history
and criticism 14); Gina Bloom, Voice in motion: staging gender, shaping sound in early modern England,
Philadelphia/Pa. 2007;Carla Mazzio,The inarticulate Renaissance: language trouble in an age of eloquence,
Philadelphia/Pa. 2010.
5 The vocal performance practice literature dealing with Italianate singing in the late sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries is extensive. See, for example,Hugo Goldschmidt,Die italienische Gesangs-
methode des XVII. Jahrhunderts und ihre Bedeutung für die Gegenwart: nach Quellen jener Zeit dargestellt
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of the outstandingly successful ›conquest‹ of Europe by Italian singing in terms both
of the mechanics of vocal technique and of the wider forces that shaped contem-
porary vocality over a period of more than two hundred years? I believe it is, and in
this essay I propose to mount a ›pilot study‹ for such an investigation by focussing
attention on just one specific technical element of Praetorius’s »Italienische Manier«:
the trillo. Secondly, I will attempt to locate the trillo within a broader economy of
sixteenth-century elite ›vocal deportment‹; and finally I will track the transforma-
tion of the trillo into an icon of vocal ineffability and its transmission to the wholly
different cultural and ideological spaces of German choirboy training, and a new
popular art-singing culture developing in Northern Europe during the course of the
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.

* * *

»[A singer can] certainly have a beautiful voice, an easy execution and also good
taste; nevertheless if these are not combined with the sweet grace of the Trillo [always
my italics, R.W.], his singing will always be imperfect, dry and impoverished …
O Trillo! Sustenance, beauty and life of singing!«6

This brief but ecstatic outburst in the pages of a once celebrated, but now rela-
tively neglected treatise on singing teaching by the castrato, Giambattista Mancini
(1714–1800),published in 1774,provides a split-second glimpse of the mechanics of an
entire economy of artful vocality. Mancini’s trillo is the critical integer of added value
that marks out the complete singer from the incomplete, the »sweet« from the »dry«.
In his treatise, it is the promise of being able to teach the ineluctable,magical ingre-
dients of vocal technique that could help even the most naturally talented, graceful
and tasteful singer to overcome »imperfection« (and thus be successful) which is,
after all, what Mancini (and every other singing teacher, from the sixteenth-century
to the present day) is offering the potential buyer of his services. Mancini’s trillo,
which here stands as the ultimate manifestation of a fundamental aspect of Western
art singing that has become progressively redundant in modern vocal pedagogy, links

und erläutert,Wrocław 1892, reprint Hildesheim/NewYork 1997;Mauro Uberti, Vocal techniques in
Italy in the second half of the 16th century, in: Early music 9 (1981), pp.486–495; Ellen T. Harris, Voices:
the Baroque era, in: Performance practice:music after 1600, ed. Howard Mayer Brown, Stanley Sadie,
London 1989 (The new Grove handbooks in music), pp.97–116; John Butt,Music education and the
art of performance in the German Baroque, Cambridge 1994; Bruce Dickey,Ornamentation in sixteenth-
century music, in:A performer’s guide to Renaissance music, ed. Jefferey T. Kite-Powell, Blooming-
ton/ Ind. 22007; Anne Smith, The performance of 16th century music: learning from the theorists, Oxford
2011, esp. chapter 8, pp.131–152; RichardWistreich, Vocal performance in the seventeenth century, in:
The Cambridge history of musical performance, ed. Robin Stowell, Colin Lawson, Cambridge
2012, pp. 398–420.
6 »Abbia pure un Cantante bella voce, abbia facile esecuzione, ed abbia ancor buon gusto; non-
dimeno il suo canto, se non sarà unito alla dolce grazia del Trillo, sarà sempre imperfetto, arido, ed
asciuto … O Trillo! sostegno, decoro, e vita del canto!«, Giambattista Mancini, Pensieri e riflessioni
pratiche sopra il canto figurato, Vienna 1774, pp.108 f.
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him backwards down an apparently unbroken line of Italianate singing technique
that can be traced through the principal vocal treatises of Pier FrancescoTosi (1723),
Bénigne de Bacilly (1668), Christoph Bernhard (c. 1649), Marin Mersenne (1636),
Francesco Rognoni (1620),Michael Praetorius (1619), Giulio Caccini (1602) and on
into the sixteenth century.7

The sixteenth and early seventeenth-century Italian name for the vocal tech-
nique of which the trillo forms the apogee, is cantar di gorgia – literally, ›singing in
the throat‹ but understood by trained singers more precisely as ›throat-articulated
coloratura technique‹ (it is often used in its verbal form, »gorgheggiare«; the vari-
ous ornaments for which it is used are thus gorgie). This is not the place to discuss in
detail either the precise mechanics of cantar di gorgia or how alien such technique is
to modern mainstream Western art-singing; suffice to say that its practice imposes
a set of parameters on vocal performance that, in turn, are linked to a whole range
both of aesthetic ideals and cultural structures quite different from those celebrated
by acolytes of the modern myth of bel canto. This, in turn, explains why cantar di
gorgia is no longer learned or practised in mainstream Western art-singing beyond a
small sub-group of ›historically-informed‹ singers.8

The facility of articulating the voice in the throat and its application in vocal
ornamentation, documented in singing treatises and musical notation from the early
sixteenth until well into the nineteenth centuries, is often referred to as disposizione
(in French, disposition), meaning, essentially, ability or skill.9 For Mancini, it is some-
thing other than, or beyond, »beautiful voice«, »easy execution« and »good taste«, all
of which might be seen as inherent, rather than educable;whereas disposizione,which
is necessary to make cantar di gorgia and the trill, implies a process of perfection of the
voice: training, practice and discipline – albeit based on some level of existing talent
or propensity (as in the modern English word, »disposition«). But the line between
›inherent‹ and ›learnable‹ vocal skill is a fine one. As we will see, its implications for
singing practice are embedded in fundamental early modern notions of nature, nur-
ture (doctrine), and ultimately, of class.

7 For a comprehensive listing of major historical vocal pedagogy treatises, see the extended biblio-
graphies in The new Grove performance practice, ed. Howard Mayer Brown, Stanley Sadie, Basingstoke
etc. 1989, vol. 1: Music before 1600, pp.269–271 and vol. 2:Music after 1600, pp.498–500. For an
overview of singing technique and pedagogy in the pre-romantic period, see RichardWistreich,Re-
constructing pre-Romantic singing technique, in:The Cambridge companion to singing, ed. John Potter,
Cambridge 2000, pp.178–191. There is a consensus among most historians of Italian singing tech-
nique that this ›technical bloodline‹ remains traceable forwards as well as backwards in time, through
treatises such as Domenico Corri’s The singer’s preceptor, London 1810,well into the nineteenth cen-
tury and into the bel canto ›golden age‹ of Rossini,Donizetti and Bellini. See, for example,Edward V.
Foreman,The art of bel canto in the Italian Baroque: a study of the original sources, Minneapolis /Minn.
2006 (Twentieth century masterworks on singing 11).
8 See, for example, David Galliver, Cantare con la gorga: the coloratura technique of the Renaissance
singer, in: Studies in music 7 (1973), pp.10–18;Robert Greenlee, ›Dispositione di voce‹: passage to florid
singing, in: Early music 15 (1987), pp.47–55;Wistreich,Reconstructing pre-Romantic singing technique.
9 Ibid., pp.186 f.;Wistreich, Vocal practice in the seventeenth century (see note 5), pp.403ff.
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Writing one hundred years before Mancini, in 1668, the French singing teacher,
Bénigne de Bacilly (1625?–1690), says that »the three qualities necessary to sing
well«, are »the voice, the disposition, and the ear, or intelligence«.10 Fifty years before
Bacilly, Michael Praetorius (1571–1621), in the ninth chapter of the third book of
his Syntagma musicum, entitled »How boys who above all else have a particular desire
and love of singing can be taught the new Italian manner«,made equivalent divisions
of the components of fine singing, ordering his curriculum under two principal
headings, »Natura« and »Doctrina«.11 Under »Natura« he expounds the two quali-
ties (besides the prerequisite »Lust und Liebe«) that the boy must first demonstrate
before he can begin his advanced training in Italian singing style. First, the voice
itself, which is given by God and Nature: the boy should have »a particularly sweetly
trembling and wavering or quivering voice, and also a smooth throat and larynx for
making diminutions«.12 Secondly (equivalent, perhaps, to Bacilly’s »Intelligence«),
»not just an excellent natural voice, but also gifted with intelligence and a thor-
oughgoing knowledge of the science of music«.13 Only then comes »Doctrina«, or
method, which must be worked at: »It is very important that all cantors and singers
practise singing assiduously from an early age«.14

The clear set of distinctions between natural ability and studied skill is of course
fundamental to another internationally-disseminated discourse that has its roots in
Italian sixteenth-century culture: the Castiglionian economy of maniera, grazia and
dissimulatione in the construction of noble identity. In the hyper-theatrical arena of
the Renaissance court, regulated embodiment begins (and perhaps also ends) in the
outward signs by which identity is performed and collective esteem is manifested, so
that every action becomes highly – even totally – stylised, subject, in Castiglione’s
famous conceptualisation, to an all-pervasive rule of studied dissimulation – sprez-
zatura.15 The courtier’s aim, not unlike that of Mancini’s complete singer, is to give

10 »Il y a trois choses pour parvenir à bien chanter […] à sçavoir, la Voix, le Disposition &
l’Oreille, ou l’Intelligence«, cfr. Bénigne de Bacilly,Remarques curieuses sur l’art de bien chanter et par-
ticulièrement pour ce qui regarde le chant françois, Paris 1679, reprint Geneva 1974, p.33.
11 »Wie die Knaben / so vor andern sonderbare Lust und Liebe zum singen tragen / uff jetzige
Italienische Manier zu informieren und zu unterrichten seyn«. Praetorius, Syntagma musicum, vol. 3
(see note 1), cap. IX, p. 229.
12 »Mit einer sonderbahren lieblichen zitterten und schwebenden oder bebenden Stimme / auch
einem runden Halß unnd Gurgel zum diminuieren«. Ibid., pp. 229 f. The question of whether
Praetorius is here describing some sort of naturally-occurring vibrato has been a topic of much
discussion and dispute. For my own view, see Wistreich,Reconstructing pre-Romantic singing technique
(see note 7), p. 185.
13 »Nicht allein einer herrlichen Stimme von Natur / sondern auch mit gutem Verstande / und
volkommener Wissenschaft der Music, begabet«. Praetorius, Syntagma musicum, vol. 3, p. 229.
14 »Ist hoch nötig / daß alle Cantores oder Sänger von Jugend auff in voce […] sich fleissig üben«.
Ibid., p. 230.
15 Baldassare Castiglione, Il libro del cortegiano, Florence 1528, ed. Amedeo Quondam, Nicola
Longo, Milan 1991. See Richard Wistreich, Warrior, courtier, singer: Giulio Cesare Brancaccio and the
perfomance of identity in the late Renaissance, Aldershot 2007, esp. chapter 7.
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to elegant actions the impression that they are made with complete ease and natural-
ness that suggests that they are a result of inborn accomplishment;when in reality (as
with Praetorius’s choirboys) they have in fact been learned and »fleißig geübt […]
von Jugend auff«. For Castiglione’s courtier, these actions might include making
interesting conversation, dancing a galliard or wielding a sword; for a singer, execut-
ing the perfect trillo.

The connection I make here is not an artificial one, as the link between sing-
ing with disposizione and the ›performance of noble identity‹ is famously set out in
the singing treatise which in the semi-fictional story of an unbroken tradition of bel
canto, stands at the beginning of a line that apparently leads directly back from the
operatic style of Donizetti, Bellini and Rossini to the sixteenth century madrigal,
and for which it now stands as a kind of Ur-text of vocal science: the Letter on sing-
ing, written in 1562 by the Neapolitan courtier, doctor and amateur singer, Gio-
vanni Camillo Maffei (between 1510/ 1520 – after 1573) to his patron, the Count of
Altavilla, near Naples.16

When the ›philosopher‹ Maffei begins his treatise by introducing the ›natural
voice‹ (as most of his successors would do),he invokes the classical science of physiog-
nomy – the art of judging individuals by studied observation. Classical physiognomy,
ubiquitous at every level of society in early modern culture, classifies human types
according to specific physical features, most of them visible to the eye (for example,
particular parts of the head such as eyes, nose, lips, hair, etc.). But the voice is the sole
invisible feature, decipherable only by the trained ear.17 In his relatively simplified
classification of voices, Maffei distils the Aristotelian physiognomical taxonomy of
vocal types into a series of opposed pairs: low/high, sweet/ rough, weak/ strong,
and so on.18 Maffei adds two more, the ›rigid‹ and the ›flexible‹. This particular
distinction, Maffei shows, is critical for identifying those singers capable of singing
with disposizione – and they are (of course) those born with the flexible voice, who,
like Praetorius’s talented choirboys, are thus endowed with a »soft and pliant throat«.

The ›sweet and flexible‹ voice is a gift of nature,but cantar di gorgia (the discussion
of which makes up the main part of Maffei’s Letter), by contrast, has to be learned. By
studying and following Maffei’s practical instructions and carefully worked examples,

16 Giovanni Camillo Maffei da Solfra,Delle lettere, 2 vols., Naples 1562; transcribed and edited in
Nanie Bridgman,Giovanni Camillo Maffei et sa lettre sur le chant, in:Revue de musicologie 38 (1956),
pp.3–34; English translation in Edward V. Foreman, Late Renaissance singing: first complete English
translations of Maffei, Zacconi (section on singing from Book I), Bovicelli and Conforto,Minneapolis /Minn.
2001 (Masterworks on singing 9), pp.8–31.
17 Martin Porter,Windows of the soul: physiognomy in European culture 1470–1780, Oxford 2005,
pp.24, 178 f.
18 Pseudo-Aristotle, Physiognomonica, translated by Thomas Loveday and Edward Seymour For-
ster,Oxford 1913. Catalogues of Aristotelian vocal types and the associated characters of those who
have them were elaborated in many popular physiognomical treatises in the sixteenth century. For
example, from around the time of Maffei’s Letter is Paolo Pinzio, Fisionomia con grandissima brevità
raccolta da i libri di antichi filosofi, nuovamente fattà volgare, Lyon 1550, cap. XLVI: »Della voce«, pp.81 f.
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when the courtier-singer comes to perform madrigals in the company of his peers,
he will be capable of correctly adding appropriate and apparently spontaneously-
invented passaggi that he has in fact been carefully practising in private. But not
everyone can achieve cantar di gorgia: »for those to whom Nature has not given the
soft and pliant throat, one not adapted to make diminutions, these rules of mine will
be of little or no use at all«.19

This musical demonstration of natural, flexible voice and its successful subjuga-
tion to bodily control will, in turn, be a confirmation of the singer’s elevated social
class, for, as Maffei declares in another letter in the same volume, »il vero modo
di cantar cavaleresco, e di conpiacere all’orecchia, è il cantar di gorga«: in other
words, »the true [or authentic] sign of noble singing and of pleasing the ear is sing-
ing diminutions in the throat«.20 The noble larynx thus becomes the nodal point
where embodied virtù and »virtuosity« meet. In classic physiognomy, vocal type
and the sound it makes are signifiers of immutable traits of character, discernible to
the trained observer; in the economy of noble singing, vocal type determines the
potential for an individual to produce »canto cavaleresco«, and thus marks out the
›vero cavaliere‹.

Before I draw any further conclusions from this brief excursion into the vocal
sociology of sixteenth-century elite culture, let us first return to our early sev-
enteenth-century German choirboys, preparing to undergo their training in the
»Newen Italienischen Manier«. The curriculum will be in the form of exercises
in Diminutio beginning with the simplest, Accentus, consisting of small dotted-note
graces to successions of rising and falling intervals. Diminutio is defined by Praeto-
rius with simple authority as »When the notes are produced in the throat« (»Wenn
die Noten im […] Halse gezogen warden«). From here the cantor is instructed to
take the boy onto more complex figures, Tremulo,Groppo and Tiratae, each of them
different-shaped sequences of sixteenth notes which have to be separately articulated
in the throat and repeated, in order to imprint them onto the ›vocal body‹. Finally,
he reaches the trillo itself, which he sees written-out in notation as short bursts of
repeated sixteenths on a single pitch, illustrating Praetorius’s minimalist definition:
»Trillo: When many fast notes are repeated one after another«.21 But at this point,

19 »Coloro i quali dalla Natura non hanno la gola molle e pieghevole, non sono atti a far passaggi,
si che ad essi loro poco o nulla questi miei ordini giovevoli saranno«; cfr. Bridgman,Giovanni Camillo
Maffei (see note 16), pp.18 f.
20 Maffei,Delle lettere (see note 16), p. 78.
21 »Trillo: […]Wann viel geschwinde Noten nacheinander repetiret warden«. Praetorius, Syntagma
musicum, vol. 3 (see note 1), p. 237. On the trillo, see Wistreich, Reconstructing pre-Romantic singing
technique (see note 7), pp.187–190 and id., Vocal performance in the seventeenth century (see note 5),
pp.404–406. By the mid-seventeenth century, the trillo (a very rapid repetition of articulations of
the same pitch) had largely been displaced by the »trill« or »shake« (the more familiar oscillation of
two adjacent pitches), although both involve the same mechanical process: Stewart Carter, Francesco
Rognoni’s »Selva di varii passaggi« (1620): fresh details concerning early Baroque vocal ornamentation, in:
Performance practice review 2 (1989), pp.5–33.
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Praetorius makes an important disclaimer that is central to this story. When it comes
to explaining how to make the trillo, he concedes that it is not actually possible to
describe it either in musical notation or in words – it can only be learned by imita-
tion of someone who can already do it, »as a bird learns by observing another«.22

And it is also at precisely this point that Praetorius makes reference to Giulio
Caccini’s Le nuove musiche of 1602, the first, and still the most famous attempt to give
access to the »Italienischen Art im Singen« to budding professionals and amateur
singers beyond the world of the court through the medium of print, and also the
first to attempt to describe in words how to learn the trillo and, importantly the sub-
tleties of its deployment as an element of style.23 In the context of Caccini’s exqui-
sitely refined vocal style as it is depicted in the compositions also included in the
book, his trillo is an almost imperceptible, very short burst of rapid trembling of the
voice, so un-substantive in purely musical terms that it seems the epitome of ›embel-
lishment‹. As a free-standing ornament, Caccini applies it to pre-cadential notes to
add a frisson of pathos to the line ends of the poetry. But, in the words of Lodovico
Zacconi (1555–1627) in his encyclopaedic treatise, the Prattica di musica (1592), the
trillo (which he calls tremolo) is also »the true door for entering into the passaggi and
for mastering the gorgie,because a ship sails more easily once it is first set in motion«.24

In other words, the trillo is, itself, the ›key‹ to unlock the disposizione, and an action
that has the power to transform the natural voice, via minute repercussions of the
vocal folds, into cantar di gorgia – and thus, to transform ubiquitous vocal sound into
exclusive and rarefied ›noble singing‹. Indeed, at another point in the book – in an
intriguing echo of Maffei – Zacconi hints at precisely this ›class-transformational‹
power of disposizione: »Many there are who because of their mediocre voices live in
mediocrity, but with the accompaniment of gorgie they live like Princes«.25

In the Preface to the 1602 Le nuove musiche, Caccini included a graphical rep-
resentation of the method he had used to teach his own wife and daughters to sing
the trillo: it is a series of diminishing note values from half note to sixteenths, on a
single pitch, that suggests this is an exercise in gradually speeding up articulations
rather than a representation of the finished trillo itself, a misconstrual often heard in
modern performances of early Baroque song. Caccini’s only offer of any suggestion

22 »Wie ein Vogel vom andern observiren lerne«. Praetorius, Syntagma musicum,vol. 3, p. 237.
23 See Wistreich, Vocal performance in the seventeenth century (see note 5), pp. 404–406, 409. In the
second part of Caccini’s book, he famously printed ›worked examples‹ of his songs which could be
used to practise ornamentation. Here indications of the places to make a trillo are signalled by means
of a ›t.‹ or ›tr.‹ printed over the note to which it applies; this shorthand soon became standard in
Italian song prints.
24 »Che il tremolo, cioè la voce tremante è la vera porta d’intrar dentro a paßaggi, & di impata-
onirse delle gorgie: perche con piu facilità se ne và la Nave quando che prima è moßa«. Lodovico
Zacconi, Prattica di musica, Venice 1592, Libro primo, fol. 60r; translation in Dickey,Ornamentation
(see note 5), p. 315.
25 »Molti che per la mediocre voce mediocramente vivano, con l’accompagnamento della gorgia
viveriano da Signori«. Zacconi, Prattica di musica, fol. 75v.
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about how it should be sung seems extraordinarily banal, considering the build-
up: »begin on the first semi-minim and then restrike each note with the throat on
the vowel ›a‹ until the final breve«.26 It is difficult not to imagine that Caccini was
deliberately withholding his secret – perhaps suddenly aware of how much of his
cachet as a singer might instantly be lost if it became simple for anyone to acquire
his trademark skill so easily from a book.

Caccini’s is, indeed, a difficult book, its songs filled with demonstrations of the
most highly refined ornamentation. It seems unlikely that in practice its contents
would have appealed to anyone very far removed from the upper-class milieu in
which its author worked or without the sophisticated level of musical literacy nec-
essary to perform the songs and the means to supplement the reading of the book
with singing lessons from a master. That the book, and particularly its Preface, later
became so well-known beyond Italy as a practical singing guide (and remains so
today), is not so easily explained. When John Playford (1623–1686) published his
English translation of Caccini’s Preface in 1674 as part of The skill of musick, his mar-
ket was a very different one, either to Caccini’s (and that of his Florentine publisher,
Giorgio Marescotti), or Praetorius’s and Holwein’s.27 As far as we know, Playford’s
clientele was the burgeoning body of enthusiastic amateur musicians in post-Resto-
ration London, a ›new bourgeoisie‹ of professionals, functionaries and skilled artisans
who formed the market for Playford’s relatively cheap anthologies of songs, instru-
mental music,methods and simple music theory books.28 When in the course of his
translation, Playford arrives at Caccini’s description of the trillo he adds a footnote,
where, as Praetorius had done, he concedes that »the surest and most ready way for
the attaining of the trill, is by imitation of those who are perfect in the same«. His
footnote continues with an amusing anecdote that is worth quoting at length:

It was my chance lately to be in company with three Gentlemen at a Musical Practice,
which sung their Parts very well, and used this Grace (called theTrill) very exactly: I desired
to know theirTutor, they told me I was theirTutor, for they never had any other but this my

26 »Cominciarsi dalla prima semiminima, e ribattere ciascuna nota con la gola sopra la vocale ›a‹
sino all’ultima breve«. Giulio Caccini, Le nuove musiche, Florence 1602, »Ai lettori«.
27 John Playford, The skill of musick, London 1674: »Directions for singing after the Italian man-
ner«.The translation of Caccini’s preface was included for the first in this edition of the book,which
had appeared as A breefe introduction to the skill of musick for song & viol in 1654, and was subsequently
issued in at least twenty editions up until the end of the seventeenth century, testifying to its popu-
larity, and, presumably, the continuing penetration of Italian ideals of singing already at least a cen-
tury old, into English vocal performance style.
28 See Stacey Houck, John Playford and the English musical market, in: »Noyses, sounds and sweet
aires«:music in early modern England, ed. Jessie Ann Owens, Seattle /Wash., London 2006, pp.48–
61, and Rebecca Herissone, Playford, Purcell, and the functions of music publishing in restoration England,
in: Journal of the American Musicological Society 63 (2010), pp.243–290: 249 f. A notable pur-
chaser and user of Playford’s music books was the young civil servant and diarist, Samuel Pepys. He
arranged regular musical meetings at his house in London where professional and amateur musicians
mingled and performed together; he also employed a professional singer to teach his wife.
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Introduction: That (I answered) could direct them but in theTheory, they must needs have a
better help in the Practick, especially in attaining to sing theTrill so well. One of them made
this Reply, (which made me smile) I used, said he, at my first learning the Trill, to imitate
that breaking of a Sound in the Throat, which Men use when they Leuer their Hawks, as
he-he-he-he-he; which he used slow at first, and by often practice on several Notes, higher
and lower in sound, he became perfect therein.29

Thus, to achieve his version of the mystical trillo, this Gentleman claims first of
all to have read Playford’s Introduction (which, was, of course in fact Caccini’s in
translation) and then in his determination to acquire the facility of the trillo he has
seen described there (although the three amateurs suggest that they have not heard
it done), he has started by imitating those who dissimulate the calls of wild birds in
order to tame them. He has then practised privately until his own imitation of dis-
posizione is convincing enough to impress another amateur ( John Playford himself):
a nearly exact model of Castiglione’s description of the process of courtly dissimula-
tione and sprezzatura.Thus, through the medium of Caccini’s treatise (published over
70 years before Playford’s translation), the trillo has been transformed from Maffei’s
marker of an ›innate‹ elite vocal attribute, first into an ›element of technique‹ that
a very talented pupil under the instruction of a master (such as Caccini’s daughters,
Francesca and Settimia) could learn, and then into what might be more or less
simulated by an amateur »Gentleman« working alone from a mass-publication book,
in a land, an age, and a cultural context far removed from the courts of Italy where
it originated.

Just four years after Playford included the English translation of Caccini’s Pref-
ace for the first time in his ›teach-yourself‹ book, the singer and cantor, Wolfgang
Caspar Printz, published his practical recipe for learning disposizione from a book,
in a work aimed at provincial choirmasters constrained to work with any boy, even
from the lowest classes. Provided the child showed sufficient natural aptitude, Printz
assures the reader that it will be possible to inculcate him in the »Italian manner of
singing well«, working on the basis that »although a singer may be endowed freely
from Nature with a clear and pleasant voice, it is nevertheless well known that it can
be considerably improved«.30 The first stage of this »Verbesserung« of Nature is to
compensate for the lack of Nurture, at the most basic level – for unlike Playford’s
amateurs, these boys are no Gentlemen, and by comparison even with Praetorius’s
pre-requirement of a »thorough knowledge of music«, Printz knows that the realities
of the poor cantor in the provinces are that he may not have the luxury of much
choice. Indeed, »Nature« at this level will need firm handling to tame it: »To begin

29 Playford,The skill of musick (see note 27), pp.52 f.
30 »Wiewol ein Vocalist billich von Natur einen reine und liebliche Stimme haben sol, so ist doch
gleichwol gewiss, dass dieselbe nicht wenig verbessert werden kan.« Wolfgang Caspar Printz,Musica
modulatori vocalis oder Manierliche und zierliche Sing-Kunst, in welcher Alles, was von einem guten Sänger
erfordert wird, gründlich und auf das deutlichste gelehret, und vor Augen gestellet wird, Schweidnitz 1678,
p.15.
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with, the boy should simply exercise his voice by singing German chorales both
in[side] the church and [outside] at burials. He should work at singing strongly and
clearly but producing his voice in such a way that he learns to make it sweet and not
rough and uncouth like the village urchins shouting in the meadows.«31

And when Printz comes to the trillo, he does not bother with any musical nota-
tion, only the most necessary basic information: »Trillo is a shaking of the voice on
one note for the duration of a longer note with a somewhat sharp, but sweet and
graceful attack.«32

Thus, the trillo is treated as an element of prescribed notation that needs to be
recognised and responded to in the same way as any other sign on the page: the
singer is not required to consider the trillo as an element of style, merely as a perfor-
mance instruction to be obeyed and executed. And unlike the self-conscious and
anecdotal suggestions by Playford about how one might go about learning how to
do it, Printz’s instructions are concrete and practical, suggesting long experience of
teaching boys, prescribing some very practical instructions for copying more experi-
enced choristers: »This articulation can more easily be demonstrated with a flexible
voice, than described […] but if someone wants to learn how to make this ornament,
he should hold back the breath in the throat somewhat, [then] release the voice
with a shaking and moderate force, and imitate such singers as are able correctly and
sweetly to produce it.«33

The demystification of the trillo appears complete. By reducing it to such a
mechanical and prosaic level, ›cantar cavalaresco‹ has been democratised, even poten-
tially within the reach of a talented »Dorf-bengel« lucky enough to be taken in
hand by a literate town choirmaster and able to follow the example of more sen-
ior choristers. The packaging of the »Newen Italienischen Manier« into ›parcels‹
of mechanical vocal signifiers – notated passaggi and Figuren such as the trillo with
attendant ›operating instructions‹ presented in a book, renders it materially ame-
nable, in theory at least, to making a wholesale migration across the borders both
of nation and of class. Italian noble singing’s iconic trillo, untethered from the elite
throat, becomes the object of a hunt to tame and domesticate it.Yet, as we have also
seen, the trillo works hard to resist capture in its purest form, remaining just beyond
the reach of any mechanical, book-learned approach to singing pedagogy. Aspirants
strive constantly to master Mancini’s »sustenance, beauty and life of singing«, but are

31 »Anfänglich zwar sol ein Knab seine Stimm ausüben im Singen teutscher Lieder, so wol in
der kirchen, als bey denen Begräbnissen, da er sich dann bemühen sol, starck und Frisch zu singen,
jedoch dergestalt, daß er die Stimme auf das liebliche lerne zwinge, und nicht grob=bäuerisch, wie
die Dorf=bengel ins Wiesen hinein schreye.« Ibid.
32 »Trillo ist ein Zittern der Stimme in einer Clave über einer grössern Noten mit einem etwas
scharffen doch lieblichen und manierlichen Anschlagen«. Ibid., p. 57.
33 »Dieses Anschlagen kan besser mit lebendiger Stimme gewiesen, als beschrieben werden […]
Wil aber jemand diese Figur recht lernen, so halte er den Athem in der Kehle in etwas zurück, […]
zwinge die Stimme mit einem Beben und mittelmässiger Vehemenz heraus, und imitire solche
Sänger, die diese Figur recht und lieblich formiren können.« Ibid., p. 58.
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also kept constantly aware that their trillo may be no more than a feeble imitation of
a permanently elusive simulacrum of ideal Orphic singing – the objet petit a of early
modern vocality – whose materiality must not be betrayed in public.

Indeed, there is a persistent sub-text of anxiety in many ›how to‹ guides to
singing often focussed on the face (interestingly, perhaps, in the light of my earlier
observation about physiognomy), emphasizing how essential it is not to show any
disfiguring movement of the facial muscles that could reveal effort in producing
disposizione in the (unseen) larynx, and this necessitates ever-vigilant self-policing of
the body. Wolfgang Caspar Printz, for example, warns that each of the Figuren must
have its appropriate attack: »which is made in the throat with a natural skilfulness and
not with a nasty pressure, hard thrust, bleat or whinny, so that the singer opens the
mouth moderately without making the cheeks hollow, but leaving them as nature
has given them, and does not lift the tongue high, or bend it, but leaves it straight
and low, so that the free passage of the sound is not hindered; and also that the jaw is
held still and doesn’t make chewing motions.«34 While Pier FrancescoTosi (in Gal-
liard’s 1742 English translation), advises the singer: »When he studies his Lesson at
Home, let him sometimes sing before a Looking-glass, not to be enamoured of his
own Person, but to avoid those convulsive Motions of the Body, or of the Face (for
so I call the Grimaces of an affected Singer) which once they have took Footing,
they will never leave him.«35

The luxury goods market sustains itself by creating and maintaining the con-
sumer’s anxiety that what is being bought may only be an imitation of the real
thing, and therefore in some way fraudulent. In singing, we might say that it plays
on the desire of the bourgeois listener to experience »il vero modo di compiacere
all’orecchia«.36Thus, in the end, the successful migration and transformation of Ital-
ian vocal technique into a trans-national commodity could be understood precisely

34 »Welches in der Kehle gemacht warden soll mit einer natürlichen Geschicklichkeit, nicht mit
einem garstigen Drücken, harten Stossen, Meckern, oder Wiehern, so, daß der Sänger den Mund
mittelmässig eröffne, die Backen nicht hohl mache, sondern sie bleiben lasse,wie sie Natur gegeben,
und die Zunge nicht in die Höhe hebe, noch krümme, sondern gerade und niedrig liegen lasse,
damit sie den Schalle nicht den freyen Durchgang verhindere; auch das Maul unbeweglich still halte,
und nicht käue«. Ibid., p. 43.
35 Pier FrancescoTosi,Opinioni de’ cantori antichi e moderni o sieno Osservazioni sopra il canto figurato,
Bologna 1723, translated by John Ernest Galliard as Observations on the florid song or Sentiments on the
ancient and modern singers, London 1742, pp.88 f.The castrato,Giovanni Andrea Angelini Bontempi,
similarly recalled the training of professional singers in Rome in the 1640s in Historia musica, Perugia
1645, new edition, ed. Biancamaria Brumana, Bologna 2010: »The schools of Rome obliged their
pupils to dedicate one hour per day […] on the trill, another on passaggi […] in the presence of the
master and/or in front of the mirror, with the purpose of eliminating all unseemly movement of
body, face brows and mouth«; cited and translated in Bianconi,Music in the seventeenth century (see
note 3), p. 60.
36 The role of public opera houses from the very beginning in Venice in 1637 in providing arenas
in which the bourgeois can mix with the aristocracy and experience singing together with them, is
notable.
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in terms of the dynamics of listeners’ desires and illusions, based on culturally-con-
structed measures of pleasure – including singers’ execution of the trillo, as Mancini
so bluntly suggests. The maintenance of such indices of vocal value (among many
others, of course) was naturally cultivated not just by singers themselves, but also
by their patrons, impresarios and promoters, through the glorification of the vocal
pyrotechnics of a steady succession of Italian star singers, from the Ferrarese concerto
delle donne in the 1580s, to the earliest ›opera stars‹ such as Francesco Rasi and Anna
Renzi in the early 1600s, and eventually to Farinelli, Faustina, Cuzzoni, Mara, and
beyond.

As I have tried to show,written discourse around the trillo can serve to exemplify
the means by which such parameters of ideal vocality (Mancini’s »sustenance, beauty
and life of singing«) can become migratory, partly through a process of naming and
defining technical components in words (whether these are ultimately practicable or
not) and partly through transmission by imitation. Secondly, that the roots of cantar
di gorgia in Castiglionian ideals of the performance of noble decorum provides one
possible explanation for the trillo’s iconicity and its role in a gradual retreat from
technical understanding of what singers actually do, into a developing myth of bel
canto (memorably described by Lorenzo Bianconi as a »cult of ineffability«);37 a pro-
cess recognised, one senses, with a degree of resignation by the eighteenth century’s
most influential teacher of internationalised »Italienischen Manier«, Pier Francesco
Tosi: »He who has a very beautiful trill although deprived of every other ornament,
always enjoys the advantage […] And he who lacks it […] will never be a great
singer, even though he knows much.«38

37 Bianconi,Music in the seventeenth century (see note 3), p. 61.
38 »Chi ha un bellissimoTrillo, ancorché fosse scarso d’ogn’ altro ornamento, gode sempre il van-
taggio […] E chi n’ è privo […] non sarà mai gran Cantante benchè sapesse molto«.Tosi,Opinioni
de’ cantori antichi e moderni (see note 35), p. 25. Cited from the translation by Edward V. Foreman in
Opinions of singers ancient, and modern or observations on figured singing by Pierfrancesco Tosi, Minneapo-
lis /Minn. 1968 (Twentieth century masterworks on singing 6), p. 25.




